Richmond Systems

IT Asset Management

Richmond IT Asset Management solutions enable you to manage your entire
estate and stay well informed about the infrastructure demands and issues that
underpin productivity. Following well-defined ITIL processes, but flexible
enough to be adapted to your exact service management requirements,
Richmond ServiceDesk delivers perfectly integrated IT asset management.
ServiceDesk uses Configuration Item Styles to store asset data, including alphanumeric,
numeric, date, currency, hyperlink and asset IDs. There are settings that control history,
tracking, loans, maintenance, access and visibility. Richmond IT Asset Management is fully
integrated with ServiceDesk; there are no additional modules to install or buy.
Key Features
•

Active Directory import of Users and Computers – ServiceDesk imports Computer and User
Organisational Units from multiple Active Directory Domains using a scheduled update and new
import service. Items are imported into pre-defined styles with data fields populated from the
source Active Directory Attributes.

•

Database Data import – ServiceDesk imports data from any OLEDB compatible data source,
including CSV files. When items are imported ServiceDesk creates the appropriate item (based
on its style) and populates the data fields from the source data. The data import has roll-back
capability and can work with complex data structures to create parent and child relationships.
Data imports can be used for one-off data population or scheduled import, update and new.

•

Discovery Application Data Import – ServiceDesk integrates with external discovery tools, for
example, Microsoft SCCM, to import asset data into configuration items styles in the ServiceDesk
database. An External Data Interface (XDI) feature provides a real-time window on the source
database to show multiple views, for example, installed software.

•

Asset Tracking and Loans – ServiceDesk’s Asset Tracking feature enables management of loans,
requistions, repairs and disposals. For example, a PC can be loaned to a user, a room can loaned
to a team, a projector can
be put in to repair, or a
monitor can be put in to
disposal. Assets can be
viewed and booked out
from the asset record,
through the asset tracking
calendar, or through the
exportable asset tracking
list.
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•

Asset and Item Maintenance – Any item in the configuration database can be enabled for
maintenance, which allows you to record contractual information as well as specify a start date,
reminder date and end date with automatic notifications when these dates are reached.
Maintenance can be used for managing:
o Warranties and upgrades on IT assets including hardware, software and PAT testing
o Contracts with suppliers including service contracts and hosted systems contracts
o Maintenance contracts on non-IT assets including equipment managed by Facilities
Asset data can be filtered and exported to
Excel directly from the Item List screen.

•

Asset History – Asset History allows you to record what happens to an asset throughout its
lifecycle. The feature is enabled on a per-item style and it allows you to see all changes, or focus
in on specific changes, for example when an asset has been moved, put on loan, or had some of
its details changed or updated. History can be printed and exported.

•

Service Catalogue – The Service Catalogue allows you to define business and technical services
and associate these with assets to give visibility of service dependencies. Once asset relationships
have been defined, the ServiceDesk can automatically prompt users when they log incidents
against assets that have service dependencies. Services have an availability status, which can be
set manually through the service desk, or automatically based upon pre-defined thresholds. For
example, if more than 5 people log an incident about printing this could set the Printer service to
“Service Impaired”. Service availability can be published through the Customer Service Portal,
informing people about the status of services that they use.

•

Asset ID Numbering – ServiceDesk can import asset IDs from data sources and can also apply its
own unique asset numbering to any type of asset. The ID can be applied manually, i.e. the person
adding the asset provides the ID, or they can be applied automatically i.e. ServiceDesk creates a
unique asset number and applies it to the asset.

Other asset features include locking, shortcuts, multi-item copying and adding attachments.
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